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• Abstract (300 words):
In the discipline of architecture and design, making with one’s hands is essential to the learning process. Much of this learning is heuristic and can be self-guided by the student. Professors provide some framework or set of constraints, but it is up to the student to steer the design direction. Zoom has challenged this type of teaching and learning in many ways from swapping hands-on making to digital modeling, in-studio conversations to breakout rooms, and sitting with one’s work to constant screen-time. This paper challenges and resists screen-time by having students turn off zoom during class sessions for more analog time away from the screen. The paper will explore various formats to structure and successfully accomplish this. One example is a method where the professor “bookends” the class session starting with a twenty-minute check-in and mini-lecture, after which zoom is turned off for all students to work and create in their trusted space. During this time, the professor remains on the zoom call for questions where a student can jump back into the remote class. After 2-3 hours of substantial work time everyone rejoins the remote class for the last fifteen minutes to ask questions and share thoughts. Methods such as this improve productivity, independence, trust, and accumulation of high-quality design work. Similarly, successful design practices operate in similar ways...
and a close examination and comparison of these case-studies will provide further insight to structuring remote courses to include off-line periods of silence.
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